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Noncommutative field theory on rank one symmetric spaces

Pierre Bieliavsky, Razvan Gurau, and Vincent Rivasseau

Abstract. Quantum field theory has been shown recently renormalizable on flat Moyal space
and better behaved than on ordinary space-time. Some models at least should be completely
finite, even beyond perturbation theory. In this article a first step is taken to extend such theories
to non-flat backgrounds such as solvable symmetric spaces.
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1. Introduction

Following the pioneering work of Grosse and Wulkenhaar, noncommutative �?4
4 the-

ory has been shown renormalizable on four dimensional flat noncommutative Moyal
space. The first renormalization proof [33] was based on the matrix representation
of the Moyal product. It relies on adding to the usual propagator a marginal har-
monic potential, as required by Langmann–Szabo duality [43], a process nicknamed
“vulcanization”. An impressive explicit computation of this propagator in the matrix
base was then combined with an extensive analysis of all possible contractions of
ribbon graphs in the RG equations [32]. These founding papers opened the subject
of renormalizable non commutative field theories, hereafter called RNCQFT.

The initial renormalization proof was completed and improved by introducing
multi-scale analysis, first in the matrix base [54], then in position space [35]. The
ˇ-function was computed at one loop in [31], then shown to vanish at all orders [23],
[22] at the self-duality point � D 1 (where � is the coefficient of the harmonic
term). The exciting conclusion is that the �?4

4 -theory is asymptotically safe, hence
free of any Landau ghost. Wave function renormalization exactly compensates the
renormalization of the four-point function, so that the flow between the bare and the
renormalized coupling is bounded.

Therefore the full non-perturbative construction of the �?4
4 -theory should be pos-

sible. Standard constructive tools, such as cluster and Mayer expansions do not apply
due to non-locality, but this problem can be overcome with a new expansion called the
loop-vertex expansion [51]. This expansion also applies to the commutative case [46]
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hence provides an example where NCQFT lead to a better understanding of ordinary
field theory. The full construction of �?4

4 -theory now requires to extend these tools
to a multiscale analysis.

This is a vindication of the initial intuition of the founders of non commutative
quantum field theory [55], [40], [57] that these theories should behave better than the
ordinary ones in the ultraviolet regime.

Essentially most of the standard tools of field theory such as parametric [37], [53]
and Mellin representations [36], dimensional regularization and renormalization [39]
and the Connes–Kreimer Hopf algebra formulation of renormalization [59] have now
been generalized to RNCQFT. Other RNCQFTs have been also developed such as
complex models, N -component scalar fields, and the fermionic NC Gross–Neveu
model and their flow computed in many cases [63], [62], [42], [20], [1], [2]. Their
propagator can be more complicated, namely of the covariant type [38] (studied
for scalar fields in [44], [45]), hence describes the influence of a constant magnetic
background field. Such covariant models are important for the future applications of
RNCQFT to condensed matter problems such as the quantum Hall effect [58], [49],
[41].

Concerning other scalar models, in [28], [29] the noncommutative �?3
6 -model at

the self-duality point was built and shown just renormalizable and exactly solvable.
Self-duality relates this model to the Kontsevich model. For �?3

4 see [27]. The �?6
3 -

model has been shown renormalizable with x-space techniques in [64]. A recent
review on these developments is [52].

One of the main goal for RNCQFT is to develop gauge theories in noncommutative
geometry [17]. Yang–Mills theories are naturally obtained from the spectral action
principle [18], [15] relative to an appropriate Dirac operator. In this way, a beautiful
reformulation of the standard model of particle physics was obtained; see [16] for its
most recent version.

We would like RNCQFT to connect to this reformulation, although it is also a
strict extension of these ideas. Renormalizable theories survive RG flows, hence
RNCQFTs might be the ones relevant to physics beyond the standard model, if non-
commutativity (still confined to an “internal” space in [16]) fully invades space time
itself at some still unexplored energy scale.

Therefore it is a central issue to find renormalizable noncommutative gauge theo-
ries. UsualYang–Mills theory on Moyal space is known to be not renormalisable [47].
The principal of spectral action is to compute a one-loop effective action of Fermions
in a classical external gauge field. Translated from Fermions to scalar fields as in
[26], the computation was completed in position space [21] and in the matrix base
[30]. The problem with such effective actions is that A� D 0 is not a stable solution
of the classical field equation. Recently a particular non-trivial explicit vacuum was
found under a radial Ansatz, as part of a more general study of a Connes–Lott model
[19] (Yang–Mills theory coupled to the Higgs field) but in which the spectral action
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is derived from a non-standard Dirac operator, namely the square root of the Grosse–
Wulkenhaar propagator. In this way the relation between the Higgs mechanism, the
non-trivial gauge vacuum and the harmonic potential for the Higgs field is somewhat
clarified [34].

Parallel to these developments the mathematical theory of Moyal products was
generalized to a category of spaces called the solvable symmetric spaces [5]. At the
origin was a question raised byA. Weinstein in the context of deformation quantization
of symmetric spaces. Roughly speaking, the so-called ‘WKB quantization program’
for symmetric spaces may be described as follows.

An affine manifold .M; r/ is called symmetric if the local geodesic symmetry
centered at any point x of M globally extends as an affine transformation of .M; r/:

sx W M ! M; Exp�1
x B sx B Expx D �id:

It is called a symplectic symmetric space or SSS if the symmetries preserve a non-
degenerate 2-form ! (which in this case is then automatically closed). On such a
space which is strictly geodesically convex (e.g., a Hermitian symmetric space of the
non-compact type), one defines the following three-point function,

ˆ�1 W M � M � M ! M � M � M;

.x1; x2; x3/ 7! .m.x1; x2/; m.x2; x3/; m.x3; x1//;
(1)

where m.x; y/ is the mid-point on the geodesic line between x and y .sm.x;y/x D y/.
The latter function admits an inverse ˆ locally around the diagonal in M 3. Therefore,
when there is no second de Rham cohomology and for ‘small geodesic triangles’, one
may define the following local function,

SW ´ Area B ˆ;

where, given an oriented geodesic triangle
�

xyz in M , one sets

Area.x; y; z/ ´
Z

�
xyz

!:

Now, given a symmetry invariant formal star product ? on .M; !/ that admits the
following ‘WKB’ form,

u ? v.x/ D 1

�2n

Z
M�M

A� .x; y; z/ e
i
�

S.x;y;z/ u.y/ v.z/ !n
y ˝ !n

z ;

for some invariant (formal) amplitude A� and phase S . A. Weinstein suggests in [65]
that the above function SW should be relevant in the asymptotics of the phase

S � SW :
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The problem was thus to develop a suitable geometrical framework for the study
of asymptotic quantization of symplectic symmetric spaces allowing to decide about
Weinstein’s asymptotics as well as to describe the amplitude A� within a non-formal
context.

Two main classes have been treated in the solvable situation (i.e., when the
transvection group of the symmetric space is a solvable Lie group): the class of
elementary spaces [6] and the class of rank one spaces [14]. In those cases, the
WKB-quantization program has been carried out explicitly and within the non-formal
setting. In particular, the phase function S , in the solvable case, appears to coincide
with Weinstein function SW up to a possible extra boundary term.

It is now a natural question to ask whether RNCQFT and vulcanization extend to
non-trivial geometric backgrounds, as RNCQFT might eventually be applied in the
presence of strong gravitational fields, e.g., in the vicinity of a black hole horizon.
In order to have at least semi-infinite renormalization flows we need an infinite-
dimensional Moyal algebra of functions. This rules out compact spaces such as fuzzy
spheres but points to the interesting case of SSS.

This paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 recalls the definitions and basic properties of the Moyal product on SSS.

In Section 3 we extend the notion of Langmann–Szabo duality to SSS and compute
the vulcanized Laplacian explicitly.

In Section 4 we give the action functional of the �?4
4 theory on SSS. and we show

that the properties of associativity and traceability of the Moyal products on SSS allow
one to extend to these backgrounds the theory of Filk moves [24] and the “Moyality”
of Feynman amplitudes for planar graphs with a single external face [52].

This completes essentially the model-independent steps of the renormalization
program, as it generalizes to SSS the dimension-independent locality principle of
ordinary geometry.

In Section 5 as a prelude to the spectral analysis of the propagator which is an
essential step for renormalization, we remark that the vulcanized Laplacian kernel is
a generator of a representation of the metaplectic group. This should allow access to
its spectral properties, and to explicit bounds on this kernel.

In conclusion we comment briefly on the remaining steps for a full renormal-
ization proof of vulcanized �?4

4 on the simplest SSS space of dimension 4, e.g.,
SU.1; 2/=U.2/, which is devoted to future publications.

Acknowledgments. P. B. acknowledges partial support from the IAP grant ‘NOSY’
delivered by the Belgian Federal Government as well as partial support from the
IISN-Belgium (convention 4.4511.06). R. G. and V. R. acknowledge the support of
the ANR-Genophy grant.
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2. Definitions and notations

2.1. Hermitian symmetric spaces of the non-compact type. The so-called ‘Moyal
plane’corresponds to the deformation quantization (?-product) of the (flat) Euclidean
vector space .V ´ R2n; ˇ0/ endowed with its canonical bilinear symplectic 2-form
!0 D Pn

j D1 dpj ^ dqj . In order to pass to a curved framework, one is, on the first
hand, naturally led to consider the class of Riemannian manifolds .M; ˇ/ endowed
with a compatible symplectic structure !. By compatible, we mean that the triple
.M; ˇ; !/ is a Kähler manifold. On the second hand, the use of geodesic symmetries
within quantization processes has been shown to be very efficient [3], [60], [65],
[6]. At last, Sekigawa and Vanhecke showed in [56] that a Kähler manifold whose
symplectic structure is invariant by the geodesic symmetries must be a Hermitian
symmetric space, i.e., the geodesic symmetries preserve the Levi-Civita connection
as well.

Another important feature of the Moyal plane is its traciality: the Hilbert space
of square integrable functions H ´ L2.R2n/ is stable under Weyl’s product ?W and
turns out to be a Hilbert algebra in the sense that the following property holds:Z

a ?W b ´
Z

ab .a; b 2 H /: (2)

In the curved compact situation, however, there is no hope that such a property would
hold at a non-formal level [50] as shown by analyzing the simplest case of the 2-sphere.

These considerations therefore lead us to focus on the class of Hermitian symmetric
spaces of the non-compact type, which we present here only in the rank one case (the
higher rank situation can be treated by applying the ‘extension lemma’ in [11]).

Definition 2.1. A rank one Hermitian symmetric space of the non-compact type is a
homogeneous manifold SU.1; n/=U.n/ (n � 1).

The metric and symplectic structures may be described as follows. Denoting
G ´ SU.1; n/ and K ´ U.n/, the Lie algebra g of G splits into a direct sum of
vector spaces g D k ˚ p where k is the Lie algebra of the maximal compact subgroup
K and where p is its orthonormal complement with respect to the Killing form B on g.
The above decomposition may also be seen as the (˙1)-eigenspace decomposition
with respect to the Cartan involution � of g associated with the choice of K. Note that
in this case the Cartan involution is interior: there exists an element j in the center
Z.K/ D U.1/ of K such that � D Ad.j /. The differential at the unit element e

of the projection � W G ! G=K identifies the vector space p with the tangent space
TK.D/ at K to the manifold D ´ G=K. The vector space p is an invariant subspace
under the (adjoint) action of K on g. Moreover, the tensors Bjp�p, J ´ ad.log j /jp
and ! ´ Bjp�p B id ˝ J are invariant under the K-action. They globalize to D
as respectively the metric ˇ, the complex structure J and the symplectic (Kähler)
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2-form !. The geodesic symmetry sD
gK centered at gK with respect to the Levi-

Civita connection rD of ˇ is explicitly described by the following expression:

sD
gK.hK/ D gj g�1hj �1K:

A second picture of the geometry of D relies on the (co)adjoint representation. Indeed,
the adjoint orbit O of Z ´ log.j / turns out to be isomorphic as a G-homogeneous
space to D. The symplectic structure identifies with the KKS-form:

!x.X?; Y ?/ D B.x; ŒX; Y �/;

where x 2 O � g and where X? denotes the fundamental vector field X?
x ´

d
dt

j0 Ad.exp.�tX//x associated to X 2 g. The metric is then simply the induced
metric on O from the Killing form B on g.

A third and last picture is based on the Iwasawa decomposition of G. Recall that
all Abelian subalgebras of g contained in p are K-conjugated. Let a � p be such an
Abelian subalgebra. Its adjoint action is then semisimple and on gets a decomposition
of g into root spaces:

g D g0 ˚ L
˛2ˆ

g˛

where for ˛ 2 a?, one sets g˛ ´ fX 2 g j ŒH; X� D ˛.H/X; H 2 ag and where ˆ

is the subset of a?n0 for which g˛ is not reduced to zero. A choice of an orthonormal
basis of a yields a partition of the set ˆ into ˆC [ ˆ� with ˆ� D �ˆC such that
the subspace

n ´ L
˛2ˆC

g˛

is a (nilpotent) subalgebra of g. In the rank one case with n � 2, one has dim a D 1,
ˆC D f˛; 2˛g, dim g2˛ D 1 and n is isomorphic to a Heisenberg algebra.1 The
direct sum s D a ˚ n is then a solvable subalgebra of g whose associated simply
connected Lie group S is an exponential H -group (one dimensional split extension
of a Heisenberg group). The map

s D a ˚ g˛ ˚ g2˛ �! D W .a; x; z/ 7! exp.a/ exp.x/ exp.z/K (3)

turns out to be a global Darboux diffeomorphism when s is endowed with the bilinear
form ! D da ^ dz C !0 where !0 denotes the symplectic form on g˛ inducing the
bracket in the Heisenberg algebra n. Note that the above map define global coordinates
on the group S on which the 2-form ! is left-invariant. The identifications S D O D D
are then S-equivariant symplectic identifications.

1Note that ˛ can be normalized to 1.
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2.2. Contracted spaces. The symplectic Lie group S is ‘of symmetric type’ in the
sense that it carries a symmetric affine connection (rD) which is left-invariant. How-
ever, there exists on S another symmetric affine connection, rc , left-invariant and
moreover symplectic (i.e., rc! D 0). This connection is curved and is not the Levi-
Civita connection associated to any Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian metric. It is
a purely symplectic connection. Below we describe some features of its associated
geometry. One defines the smooth map s W S � S ! S W .x; y/ 7! sx.y/ given in
coordinates .a; x; y/ by

s.a;x;z/.a
0; x0; z0/ D .2a � a0; 2 cosh.a � a0/x � x0;

2 cosh.2.a � a0//z C !0.x; x0/ sinh.a � a0/ � z0/:

One then observes that it is S-equivariant (i.e., xsyx�1z D sxyz for all x; y; z 2
S). Moreover for every x, the map sx is an involutive symplectomorphism of .S; !/.
At last, one has the identity: sxsysx D ssx.y/. The following formula defines an affine
connection on S,

!x.rc
XY; Z/ ´ 1

2
Xx � !.Y C sx?

Y ; Z/; (4)

where X , Y , Z are any vector fields on S. The connection rc turns out to be
torsion-free, symplectic, and is the only affine connection which is invariant under
the involutions fsxgx2S. The latter involutions actually coincide with the geodesic
symmetries associated to rc , i.e., the triple .S; !; s/ is a symplectic symmetric space
([5], [10]). We call it the contracted space. Its transvection group Gc generated by
even products of symmetries is a transitive solvable Lie group of affine symplecto-
morphisms of .S; !; s/. It plays the role of G in the non-contracted situation of D.
Similarly as G, the group Gc contains S as a subgroup.

2.3. WKB-quantization

Theorem 2.1. For all non-zero � 2 R, there exists a Fréchet function space E� ,
C 1

c .S/ � E� � C 1.S/, such that, defining for all u; v 2 C 1
c .S/

.u ?� v/.a0; x0; z0/

D 1

�dim S

Z
S�S

cosh.2.a1 � a2//Œcosh.a2 � a0/ cosh.a0 � a1/ �dim S�2

� exp.2i
�

fS0.cosh.a1 � a2/x0; cosh.a2 � a0/x1; cosh.a0 � a1/x2/

(5)

� C�
0;1;2

sinh.2.a0 � a1//z2g/u.a1; x1; z1/v.a2; x2; z2/ da1da2dx1dx2dz1dz2

where S0.x0; x1; x2/ ´ !0.x0; x1/ C !0.x1; x2/ C !0.x2; x0/ is the phase for the
Weyl product on C 1

c .g˛/ and C�
0;1;2

stands for cyclic summation, one has:
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(1) u ?� v is smooth and the map C 1
c .S/ � C 1

c .S/ ! C 1.S/ extends to an
associative product on E� . The pair .E� ; ?� / is a (pre-C ?) Fréchet algebra.

(2) In coordinates .a; x; z/ the group multiplication law reads

L.a;x;z/.a
0; x0; z0/ D .a C a0; e�a0

x C x0; e�2a0

z C z0 C 1
2
!0.x; x0/e�a0

/:

The phase and amplitude occurring in formula (5) are both invariant under the
left action L W S � S ! S.

(3) Formula (5) admits a formal asymptotic expansion of the form

u ?� v � uv C �
2i

fu; vg C O.�2/;

where f ; g denotes the symplectic Poisson bracket on C 1.S/ associated with
!. The full series yields an associative formal star product on .S; !/ denoted
by Q?� .

Roughly speaking, the above product can be obtained by intertwining the standard
Weyl–Moyal product ?0

�
on the Schwartz space S.s/ DW S (endowed with the Poisson

structure associated with the 2-form !). Indeed, one formally has

u ?� v D T�;1.T �1
�;1 u ?0

� T �1
�;1 v/;

where, denoting by

Fzu.a; v; �/ WDW Ou.a; v; �/ ´
Z

e�i�zu.a; v; `/ d` (6)

the partial Fourier transform in the z-variable and defining the following smooth
one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms

�� W .a; v; �/ 7! .a; 1
cosh.��/

v; 1
2�

sinh.2��//;

the T�;1 map is defined as

T�;1 ´ F �1
z B .��1

� /? B Fz W S ! S 0: (7)

The space E� then corresponds to the range of the above map in the tempered distri-
butions S 0.

In dimension two (n D 1), the space SU.1; 1/=U.1/ is isometric to the hyperbolic
plane. The algebra n is then one dimensional (g˛ disappears) and the group S is
isomorphic to the affine group ax C b whose group law, in coordinates .a; z/, reads
.a; z/:.a0; z0/ D .a C a0; e�2a0

z C z0/. The product formula (5) degenerates as

.u ?� v/.a0; z0/ D 1

�2

Z
S�S

cosh.2.a1 � a2// exp.�2i
�

C�
0;1;2

sinh.2.a0 � a1//z2/

� u.a1; z1/v.a2; z2/ da1da2dz1dz2:

Again it can be seen as transporting Weyl–Moyal’s product by a intertwiner of the
above form (7) with �� .a; �/ ´ .a; 1

2�
sinh.2��//.
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2.4. Traciality. The above products are not tracial in the sense that L2.S/ is stable
and that property (2) holds. Nevertheless, they can be easily modified into strongly
tracial products [8].

Proposition 2.1. Let � > 0 and denote by L2.S/ the space of functions on S that are
square integrable with respect to a left-invariant Haar measure. Set

S ´ S0.cosh.a1�a2/x0; cosh.a2�a0/x1; cosh.a0�a1/x2/� C�
0;1;2

sinh.2.a0�a1//z2

for the phase function as in the product formula (5). Let u; v 2 C 1
c .S/. Then the

formula

u ?can
� v D 1

�dim S

Z
S�S

Acane
2i
�

Su ˝ v; (8)

where

Acan.x0; x1; x2/ ´
p

cosh.2.a0 � a1// cosh.2.a1 � a2// cosh.2.a2 � a0//

� Œcosh.a0 � a1/ cosh.a1 � a2/ cosh.a2 � a0/�
dim S�2

2 ;

extends to a complex bilinear associative product ?can
�

W L2.S/ � L2.S/ ! L2.S/.
The pair .L2.S/; ?can

�
/ is a Hilbert algebra on which the symmetries fsxgx2S act by

isometries. Moreover, the traciality property (2) holds.

In dimension two, one has ([12], [6])

Proposition 2.2. Let � > 0 and denote by L2.S/ the space of functions on S that are
square integrable with respect to a left-invariant Haar measure. Let u; v 2 C 1

c .S/

.n D 1/. Then the formula

.u ?can
� v/.a0; z0/

D 1

�2

Z
S�S

Œcosh.2.a0 � a1// cosh.2.a1 � a2// cosh.2.a2 � a0//�
1
2

� exp.�2i
�

C�
0;1;2

sinh.2.a0 � a1//z2/u.a1; z1/ v.a2; z2/ da1da2dz1dz2

(9)

extends to a complex bilinear associative product ?can
�

W L2.S/ � L2.S/ ! L2.S/.
The pair .L2.S/; ?can

�
/ is a Hilbert algebra on which the symmetries fsxgx2S act by

isometries. Moreover, the traciality property (2) holds.

These tracial products may be seen as transporting Weyl–Moyal by a modified
intertwiner of the form

T�;can ´ F �1
z B Mq

Jac
��1

�

B .��1/?
� B Fz;
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where Mf denotes the multiplication operator by f . The above map actually defines
a unitary automorphism

T�;can W L2.S/ �! L2.S/;

where we identified L2.S/ with L2.s/ via the global Darboux chart (3).

3. LS-duality

3.1. Definition. Within the flat context, Langmann–Szabo duality coincides with the
symplectic Fourier transform. It plays a key role in making the corresponding field
theory renormalizable (perturbatively and probably also at the constructive level, see
the introduction).

On curved Hermitian symmetric spaces we have natural notions of Laplacian and
of invariant star product but LS duality has to be defined. In this section we make
a first proposal in this direction: simply transport the ordinary LS duality in the flat
case to the curved case under the T transformation. Then we consider the curved
Laplacian (which is certainly not spectrally equivalent to the flat one) and extend it
into an LS covariant operator by adding �2 times its LS dual. This procedure mimics
the Grosse–Wulkenhaar one but does not lead to an equivalent theory simply because
when the Grosse–Wulkenhaar � parameter is turned off, the limits are different.

More precisely, on the space S of Schwartz functions defined on the symplectic
vector space .s; ! ´ da ^ dz C !0/, one defines the following integral transforma-
tions:

F˙!.u/.x/ ´
Z

s

e�i!.x;y/u.y/ dy:

These then define topological automorphisms of S extending as unitary isomorphisms
to L2.s/.

Definition 3.1. The (˙) LS-transform on L2.S/ is the involutive unitary automor-
phism defined as

Fċan ´ T�;can B F˙! B T �1
�;can:

Our intertwiner may be expressed in terms of the flat LS-transform, indeed the
following lemma holds by a straightforward computation.

Lemma 3.1. Denote by ˆ� W S ! S the following one parameter family of diffeo-
morphisms:

ˆ� .a; v; z/ ´ . 1
2�

sinh.2�a/; cosh.�a/v; z/:

Then one has
T �1

�;1 D F! B MŒcosh.�a/�dim S�2 B ˆ?
� B F! :
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3.2. The Laplacian. We first describe the standard Laplace operator on G=K iden-
tified with S. As we have seen, the Laplace operator 	 is a second order left-invariant
differential operator on the Lie group S. Moreover its principal symbol coincides with
the quadratic form induced by the invariant metric ˇ on G=K. It is therefore of the
form Bij

zXi
zXj CBi

zXi CB , where fXig is a basis of s and where Bij D B.Xi p; Xj p/.
Note that for all X; Y 2 g, since Z is central in k and orthogonal to p, the invari-
ance of the Killing form yields: !.Xp; Yp/ D B.Z; ŒX; Y �/. In the same way,
one gets B.Xp; Yp/ D B.Z; ŒŒZ; X�; Y �/. Observe also that Xp D �ŒZ; ŒZ; X��.
Now B.H; np/ D B.Z; ŒŒZ; H�; n�/ D B.ŒZ; ŒZ; H��; n/ D B.H; n/ D 0. Simi-
larly, B.g2˛p; g˛p/ D B.Z; ŒŒZ; g2˛�; g˛p�/ D B.g2˛p/ D B.g2˛ � �g2˛; g˛/ D
B.g2˛ C g�2˛; g˛/ D 0. In particular, since a ˚ g2˛ and g˛ are symplectic, there
are also stable under the complex structure J. Fix then a Lagrangian subspace L of
g2˛ in duality with L0 ´ J.L/. Consider an orthonormal basis fekg of L as well as
its dual basis ffk ´ J.ek/g in L0. Observe that the left-invariant vector fields are
expressed as:

zH D d
dt

j0 exp.aH/ exp.x/ exp.zE/ exp.tH/

D d
dt

j0 exp..a C t /H/ exp.e�tx/ exp.ze�2tE/ D @a � xj @xj � 2z@z;

Qv D d
dt

j0 exp.aH/ exp.x C tv/ exp..z C 1
2
t!.x; v//E/ D @v C 1

2
!.x; v/@z;

zE D @z :

In particular, the fields Qv as well as zE preserve the Liouville volume. By imposing
self-adjointness, one observes that the Laplace operator admits the expression

	 D zH 2 C
X

k

. Qe2
k C Qf 2

k / C zE2 � .dim S/ zH;

where we adopt the normalization !.H; E/ D 2B.Z; E/ ´ 1.
For instance, in the n D 2 case, one has the following matrix representation:

�A D �A�; k D ˚ �� tr X 0
0 X

� j X 2 u.2/
�
; p D ˚ �

0 v�

v 0

� j v 2 C2
�
;

Z D 1

3

��2i 0

0 iI

�
; H D

0
@0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0

1
A ; E D

0
@i �i 0

i �i 0

0 0 0

1
A ;

� D
0
@0 0 N�

0 0 N�
� �� 0

1
A ; Ep D

0
@0 �i 0

i 0 0

0 0 0

1
A ; �p D

0
@0 0 �

0 0 0

� 0 0

1
A ;

where � WDW xe1 C yf1 DW x C iy and � stands for transposed conjugated.
In order to define a propagator that is invariant under the LS-transform, we first

recall some facts. View the space S as the adjoint orbit O in g endowed with the KKS
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form ! as described in Section 2.1. Consider .O; !; G/ as a strongly Hamiltonian
system and denote by


 W g ! C 1.O/ W X 7! 
X

the associated classical moment mapping (i.e., 
X .x/ ´ B.x; X/). Express the latter
within Iwasawa coordinates (3) as 
X .a; v; z/ ´ 
X .exp.aH/ exp.v CzE/Z/. One
then has

Proposition 3.1 ([13]). The Moyal formal star product ?0
� on .s; ! ´ da^dz C!0/

is s-covariant in the sense that for all X; Y 2 s, one has

Œ
X ; 
Y �?0
�

D 2�
ŒX;Y �:

At the formal level, this yields a representation of s acting on E� ´ C 1.S/ŒŒ���

by derivations of the Moyal product

�� W s ! Der.E�/ W ��.X/u ´ 1
2�

Œ
X ; u�?0
�
:

From [13], one finds the following expressions:

��.E/u D �1
�

e�2a sinh.2�@z/u;

��.w/u D e�a.cosh.�@z/@wu � 1
�
!.v; w/ sinh.�@z/u/;

��.H/u D �@au:

One then has

Proposition 3.2. Let X 2 s and denote by X? the associated right-invariant vector
field on the group S. Then

T�;can B ��.X/ B T �1
�;can D X?:

Proof. We have seen that T�;can D C B T�;1 B C�1 where C ´ F �1
z MP Fz for

some complex-valued one variable function P . Proposition 2.2 of [13] tells us that
T

�;can B ��.X/ B T �1
�;can D C B X? B C�1. Observing that the operator C is nothing else

than a left-invariant convolution operator on the Lie group S [7] and since X? is the
infinitesimal generator of the left multiplication on S, one obtains the result.

Chirality. The scalar Laplacian operator on D D S is a left-invariant differential
operator. It therefore may be expressed in terms of a basis fXj g of s as
	L D ǰk

QXj
QXk C ǰ

QXj C ˇ, where ǰk; ǰ and ˇ are real constants and where zX
denotes the left-invariant vector field on S associated to X 2 s.

In the same way, one has a right-invariant operator 	R expressed in terms of the
right-invariant vector fields X?

j associated with a right-invariant Riemannian met-
ric on S. Of course, intrinsically, the left and right-geometries on S are isometric,
essentially under the inversion map.
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Conventionally, we choose to consider the right-invariant Laplacian together with
the left-invariant star products on S. Proposition 3.2 then yields the following ex-
pression for 	R:

	R u D 1

4�2 ǰkŒŒ ƒXj
Œ ƒXk

; u�?�
�?�

C 1

2�
ǰ Œ ƒXj

; u �?�
C ˇ u:

Here ?� denotes the S-invariant formal star product intertwined with ?0
� under (the

formal asymptotic expansion of) T�;can and ƒ denotes the associated intertwined
quantum moment (see [9] for details about the latter asymptotic expansion).

3.3. LS dual of the Laplacian. In view of LS-invariance, one is therefore left with
considering the following formal operator for every X in s:

u 7! Fċan B T�;can B ��.X/ B T �1
�;can B Fċan.u/:

Equivalently:

Fċan B T�;can B ��.X/ B T �1
�;can B Fċan D T�;can B FC! B ��.X/ B FC! B T �1

�;can:

A direct computation then yields

Lemma 3.2. With � D �
i
, one has:

FC!��.H/FC!u.a; v; z/ D izu.a; v; z/;

FC!��.w/FC!u.a; v; z/ D ei@z Œi cosh.�a/!.v; w/ � 1
�

sinh.�a/@w �u.a; v; z/;

FC!��.E/FC! u.a; v; z/ D � i
�

sinh.2�a/e2i@z u.a; v; z/:

Intertwining the latter by the (partial) Fourier transform (6), we obtain the follow-
ing expressions:

FzFC!��.H/FC! u.a; v; �/ D �@� Ou.a; v; �/;

FzFC!��.w/FC! u.a; v; �/ D e�� Œi cosh.�a/!.v; w/ � 1
�

sinh.�a/@w � Ou.a; v; �/;

FzFC!��.E/FC! u.a; v; �/ D � i
�

sinh.2�a/e�2� Ou.a; v; �/:

Also,

Fz��.w/u D e�aŒcosh.��/@w Ou C i
�
!.v; w/ sinh.��/� Ou;

Fz��.H/u D �@a Ou;

Fz��.E/u D � i
�

sinh.2��/e�2a Ou:

Noting the perfect symmetry in variables a and � between these expressions, we
choose to work at the level of the space zS ´ f.a; u; �/g.
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Proposition 3.3. Set

T ´ F �1
z B Mq

Jac
��1

�

B .��1/?
� :

Then, for all � 2 R, one has

	LS D T �1.�2 Fċan	RFċan C 	R /T

D �2@2
� C @2

a C .	2

�2 e�2� sinh2.�a/ C e�2a cosh2.��/
�
	V

� 2i
�

.�2e�� sinh 2�a � e�a sinh 2��/EV C dim.S/.�2@� C @a/

� 1
�2 .�2e�4� sinh2.2�a/ C e�4a sinh2.2��//

� .�2e�2� cosh2.�a/ C e�2a 1
�2 sinh2.��//jvj2;

(10)

where EV denotes the Euler vector field on V ,

EV ´
X

k

.!.v; ek/@ek
C !.v; fk/@fk

/;

	V denotes the Laplacian on V ,

	V ´
X

k

.@2
ek

C @2
fk

/;

and

jvj2 ´
X

k

.!2.v; ek/ C !2.v; fk//:

4. Scalar field theory on SSS

In this section we give first the general form of a scalar field theory on SSS space with
polynomial action, then derive a Moyality principle for that action (at leading order),
assuming that the propagator at high energy behaves like the flat space one, which is
a reasonable assumption.

4.1. The action. The quantum field theory of a scalar in a symmetric space is defined
by the generic action

S D
Z

�	LS� C V.�/?; (11)

where V is some ? polynomial in � and 	LS is the vulcanized Laplacian defined
in (10).
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The flat Fourier transform can be written as

FC!.f / D ı ?0
� f; F�!.f / D f ?0

� ı: (12)

with ı ?0
�

ı D 1.
This property implies that the action is LS covariant. To see this consider the

product

F �
can� ? F C

can� D T .T �1F �
can� ?0

� T �1F C
can�/

D T .F�!T �1� ?0
� FC!T �1�/

D T .T �1� ?0
� T �1�/ D � ? �:

(13)

The same transformation for the quadratic part of the action holds, since

F �
can� ? 	LSF C

can� D F �
can� ? F C

can	LS� D � ? 	LS� (14)

and F C
can is an involution. Note that the metric (derived from the Laplacian) is in these

coordinates

g�� D

0
BB@

1 �2z x1 x2

1 C 4z2 C Œ.x1/2C.x2/2�
4

x2

2
� 2zx1 �x1

2
� 2zx2

1 C .x1/2 x1x2

1 C .x2/2

1
CCA (15)

where ; � D a; z; x1; x2.

4.2. Moyality principle. In order to carry out a study of the renormalizability of
this theory we need to introduce the p-point kernel corresponding to a p-point vertex.
To compute it, start from

Tr.fp ? fp�1 ? � � � ? f1/ D
Z pY

iD1

dxi

pY
iD1

f .xi / Tr.ıxp
? ıxp�1

? � � � ? ıx1
/; (16)

where we have used f .x/ D R
dx1f .x1/ıx1

.x/ and the linearity of the ? and of the
trace. The p point vertex kernel is thus

Kp.xp; : : : ; x1/ D Tr.ıxp
? ıxp�1

? � � � ? ıx1
/: (17)

Since the trace is cyclic so is the p-point kernel. Note that if the ? product is
tracial, the 3-point kernel is identical with the kernel of the product between (denoted
K.x; y; z/):

Tr.ıx3
? ıx2

? ıx1
/ D

Z
dxıx3

.x/

Z
dydzK.x; y; z/ıx2

.y/ıx1
.z/: (18)
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Let G be a Feynman graph. Any reasonable scale behavior of the propagator will
lead to locality in the ultraviolet region (as it behaves like a flat propagator). We
will consider for the remainder of this section the limit in which the propagator is
ultralocal, that is, C.x; y/ D ı.x � y/. Indeed at short distance this is expected
to be the right approximation even in curved space to study the “Moyality” of the
counterterms [35], [52]

In order to rewrite the vertex contribution of the graph we chose a rooted tree in
the graph. We assign a total ordering of the tree lines corresponding to turning around
the tree in the trigonometric way. We introduce the first topological operation, the
tree line reduction. At any step we contract the lowest line (in the total ordering)
` D .i; j / connecting the root vertex V at i to another vertex v at j .

To evaluate the integral corresponding to this tree line we cyclically turn the root
vertex so that i becomes the first point on V . We also turn v so that j becomes the
last point on v. The integral associated to this line isZ

dzdt KpC1.xp; : : : ; x1; z/ı.z � t /KqC1.t; yq; : : : ; y1/

D
Z

dzdtdudv .ıxp
? � � � ? ıx1

/.u/ız.u/ı.z � t /ıt .v/.ıyq
? � � � ? ıy1

/.v/

D KpCq.xp; : : : ; x1; yq; : : : ; y1/;

(19)

where we have used the associativity and the traciality of the product.
After reducing the tree we end up with only the root vertex with some points on

the root still connected by loop propagators. This vertex is called the rosette of the
graph. Denote the points on the rosette by yp; : : : ; y1. They divide in loop half lines
.y`

i ; y`
j / D ` and true external points ye . We have thus proved

Lemma 4.1. The vertex contribution at the amplitude of a graph is given by

A.ye; : : : ; ye/ D
Z Q

`

dy`
i dy`

j ı.y`
i � y`

j /Kp.yp; : : : ; y1/; (20)

where Kp is the p-point kernel corresponding to the rosette.

We now define the second topological operation. Take a loop line `0 on the rosette
(if it exists) such that the two endpoints of the line are nearest neighbors on the rosette.
We can cyclically permute the rosette to set the first two points to be the end points
of the line. The contribution of such a configuration isZ

dy1dy2 Kp.yp; : : : ; y2; y1/ı.y2 � y1/

D
Z

dy1dy2du .ıyp
? � � � ? ıy3

/.u/.ıy2
? ıy1

/.u/ı.y2 � y1/:

(21)
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Using the product 8 we haveZ
dy1dy2 .ıy2

? ıy1
/.u/ı.y2 � y1/

D
Z

dy K.u; y; y/

D 1

�dim S

Z 1

�1
daydxydzy

q
coshŒ2.au � ay/� coshŒ2.ay � au/�

� Œcosh.au � ay/ cosh.ay � au/�
dim S�2

2

D 1

�dim S

Z 1

�1
dxy

Z 1

�1
dzy

Z 1

�1
day cosh.2ay/Œcosh.ay/�

dim S�2
2 ;

(22)

where we translated ay by au. The above integral is an infinite constant.
Thus the second topological operation for a line `0 such that its endpoints are

neighbors on the rosette simply erases its endpoints on the rosette and multiplies the
latter by this infinite constant.

For a planar graph with only one face broken by external points we can iterate this
operation for all loop lines. We have thus

Lemma 4.2. The factor of a planar one broken face p point graph is the p point
kernel times an infinite constant.

This is the precise meaning of the Moyality of the theory: an arbitrary planar one
broken face graph can be renormalized (if needed) by a Moyal counterterm.

5. Extended algebra and metaplectic construction

The relevance of the Langmann–Szabo self-dual propagator and its spectral analysis
underlying the vulcanization process within the flat context may be independently
interpreted in terms of the classical metaplectic representation of the Heisenberg
group. Indeed, we start by considering the (commutative or not) flat configuration
space Rd ´ f.x1; : : : ; xd /g as a Lagrangian subspace of a co-adjoint orbit O '
T ?.Rd / of the Heisenberg group Hd in the dual h?

d
of its Lie algebra hd . In this

framework, a natural representation Hilbert space .H D L2.Rd /; �„/ is canonically
defined (through Kirillov’s theory) as well as the following quantization rule:

Op W S.O/ ! B.H / W u 7! Op.u/; (23)

Op.u/' ´ j ?.u ?0
� �?'/; (24)

where � W O D T ?.Rd / ! Rd denotes the natural projection, j W Rd ! T ?.Rd /

the null section, ?0
�

denotes the Weyl product on O D T ?.Rd / and B.H / denotes
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the bounded operators on H . The symplectic linear group Sp.d; R/ naturally acts by
automorphisms on the Heisenberg group Hd , inducing an action on h?

d
and on O by

restriction. Note that the Moyal–Weyl product is characterized as the only star product
on O that is invariant under the action of the linear canonical transformation group2

Sp.d; R/ � Hd . The metaplectic group/representation can now be defined as follows
[61]. One first observes that the Levy factor of the Lie algebra of derivations of hd

that vanish on its center is isomorphic to the Lie algebra sp.d; R/ of Sp.d; R/. The
Stone–von Neumann theorem3 then implies that every element A of the corresponding
analytic subgroup of automorphisms of hd acts (up to a sign) on the Hilbert space H

via the representation  through the defining formula

.A/ B �„ B .A�1/ ´ �„ B A:

It turns out that the vulcanized propagator 	0 C �2jx2j is nothing else than the
operator in H associated to a specific element Z	 of sp.d; R/ by the infinitesimal
metaplectic representation ([25], p. 186):

	0 C �2jx2j D 4�i ?e.Z	/

where

Z	 ´
 

0 	2

8
2 I

I 0

!
:

In particular, the spectral analysis of our vulcanized propagator can be performed
purely in classical representation theoretical terms. For instance, Mehler’s kernel can
be simply derived from the expression of (analytic continuation) of  exp.tZ	/.

Alternatively, in order to compute the operator semigroup et.�0C	2jx2j/, one
may also use the well-known explicit expressions for the Moyal star exponentials
of quadratic Hamiltonians (see e.g. [48]). Indeed, extending the above quantization
rule (23) to polynomial symbols the operator semigroup may be regarded as

et.�0C	2jx2j/' D j ?.e
t�Z�

�
?0

� �?'/;

where 
X denotes the classical (quadratic) Hamiltonian function on O associated to
the element X 2 sp.d; R/ and where the star exponential is formally defined as

e
f

�
´

1X
kD0

1

kŠ
.f ?0

� � � � ?0
� f / .k times/:

2 In particular, starting from a noncommutative configuration Moyal space Rd
�

rather than a commutative
one does not affect in any respect the present discussion.

3It characterizes a unitary irreducible representation of the Heisenberg group by its character of the
center.
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We therefore observe that a natural geometrical framework to implement the Lang-
mann–Szabo duality consists in implementing our situation within a purely represen-
tation theoretical context where the configuration space plays the role of polarized
orbit. In view of passing to a general curved situation, a first essential ingredient
is therefore a notion of ‘extended’ algebra that will play to role of the Heisenberg
algebra in the flat case as discussed above. It turns out that the quantum moments
��.X/ together with their LS-dual elements FC!��.X/FC! (X 2 s) generate a finite
dimensional Lie algebra.

Now, back to our curved situation, the consideration made in Section 3.3 naturally
leads to considering the algebra generated by the following differential operators
acting on C 1.zS/:

X0 ´ F ��.X/F �1 and X1 ´ F FC!��.X/FC!F �1; X 2 s:

It turns out that the above operators generate a finite dimensional Lie algebra that
consists in an analog of the Heisenberg algebra in the present curved context. Indeed,
one first sets

w10 ´ ��e�a.sinh.��/@w C i
�
!.v; w/ cosh.��// .w 2 V /;

E01;1 ´ ie�2� cosh.2�a/;

w01 ´ ��e��.i sinh.�a/!.v; w/ � 1
�

cosh.�a/@w/ .w 2 V /;

E10;0 ´ �ie�2a cosh.2��/;

E�;�0 ´ i
4�2 .�2 C ��0/e�.���/�C�0.���0/a .�; �0 2 f1; �1g; � ¤ 0/:

One then computes:

ŒH 0; w1� D w01; ŒH 1; w0� D w10;

ŒH 0; w10� D w10; Œw01; v1� D !.w; v/E01;1;

ŒH 0; w01� D �2w1; Œw10; v0� D !.w; v/E10;0;

ŒH 1; w01� D w01; Œw10; v10� D ��2!.w; v/E0;

ŒH 1; w10� D �2w0; Œw01; v01� D ��2!.w; v/E1;

Œw0; v1� D !.w; v/.ECC C E�� C EC� C E�C/; (�)

ŒH 0; E1� D 2E01;1; ŒH 1; E0� D �2E10;0;

ŒH 0; E01;1� D 2�2E1; ŒH 1; E01;1� D 2E01;1;

ŒH 0; E10;0� D 2E10;0; ŒH 1; E10;0� D �2�2E0;

ŒH 0; ECC� D .1 � �/ECC; ŒH 1; ECC� D .1 � �/ECC;
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ŒH 0; EC�� D .1 � �/EC�; ŒH 1; EC�� D .1 C �/EC�;

ŒH 0; E�C� D .1 C �/E�C; ŒH 1; E�C� D .1 � �/E�C;

ŒH 0; E��� D .1 C �/E��; ŒH 1; E��� D .1 C �/E��:

From the above brackets, one observes that the Jacobi identity implies that the vector
space

gext ´ spanfX0; X1; w10; w01; E10;0; E01;1; E�;�0gX2s;w2V

closes as a finite dimensional Lie algebra. Note the following:

� The structure of the Lie algebra gext slightly depends on the value of the real
parameter � .

� The structure equation above labeled by .�/ is actually not singular for the value
zero of the parameter. Indeed, it may be re-expressed as

Œw0; v1� D !.w; v/ie�a��.cosh.�a/ cosh.��/ C 1
�2 sinh.�a/ sinh.��//:

� For generic values of � and when dim s � 4, the dimension is given by

dim gext D 4 dim s C 2 D 2.2 dim s � 1/ C 4 D 2 dim gc C 4;

where gc denotes the transvection algebra of the contracted symmetric space
.S; s/.

� In the two-dimensional case (dim s D 2), the Lie algebra structure degenerates
as

ŒH 0; E1� D 2E01;1; ŒH 1; E0� D �2E10;0;

ŒH 0; E01;1� D 2�2E1; ŒH 1; E01;1� D 2E01;1;

ŒH 0; E10;0� D 2E10;0; ŒH 1; E10;0� D �2�2E0:

In the two-dimensional case the (6-dimensional) Lie algebra gext turns out to be
isomorphic to the ‘double’ of the transvection algebra of the contracted symmetric
space .S; !; s/. Indeed, the parts fH 0; E1; E01;1g and fH 1; E0; E10;0g respectively
generate supplementary subalgebras that are both isomorphic to gc . Moreover, gc

carries a natural symmetric space structure resembling to the classical ‘exchange case’
in the semisimple theory [4]:

�c.H 0/ ´ H 1; �c.E0/ ´ E1; �c.E01;1/ ´ E10;0; .�c/2 ´ id:

An analogous discussion can be performed in the general case. We postpone to a
subsequent work the detailed analysis of the Kirillov unireps associated with the
relevant co-adjoint orbits.
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6. Conclusion

We have defined the analog of the Grosse–Wulkenhaar model on SSS. The next steps
should be to renormalize and explore the physics of these models. Renormalization
requires:

� A “scale analysis” or more precisely a spectral analysis of the propagator, to
define renormalization group steps.

The propagator C D 1=Q is the inverse of the quadratic part of the action
Q. The Schwinger representation C D R1

0
e�tQdt is convenient to define a

geometric series of scales such as C D P
C i , C i D RM �.i�1/

M �i e�tQdt . In an
appropriate representation one should derive explicit bounds that capture both
the short distance behavior (governed by the Laplacian hence expected similar to
the heat kernel behavior of ordinary commutative space) and the long distance
behavior that depends on the vulcanization terms. This representation could
be either direct space, coherent states (also called “matrix representation”) or
some mixed representation like the partial Fourier transform used in (6) and
Proposition 3.3.

� These bounds should be combined with the vertex kernel (computed in the same
representation) in order to establish power counting for Feynman graphs. This
power counting is dimension- and model-dependent. In dimension four the
theory should be renormalizable. This means that the only amplitudes which
diverge when the difference between their internal and external scales increases
can be written as a local part of the form of the initial action plus a remainder
which no longer diverges. For the coupling constant and mass renormalization
this step should be a direct consequence of the scale analysis and of the Moyality
principle of Section 4.2. However the so-called wave function renormalization
is a bit more subtle. It requires an extension of that Moyality principle to “sec-
ond order” for the two point function. Indeed beyond the zeroth order which
corresponds to mass renormalization one needs to prove that the second order
approximation recovers exactly the coefficients of the vulcanized propagator,
namely renormalizes the coefficient of the Laplacian (this is usually absorbed in
a rescaling of the field variable) and the coefficient of the vulcanization term.

� Renormalization flows should be computed to check whether absence of Landau
ghosts survive on these non flat SSS backgrounds. If this is the case (as we a
priori expect) the non perturbative construction of the theory should follow.

This renormalization program and the mathematical relation of LS duality to meta-
plectic representations will be explored in future publications.
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